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This invention relates to knitted compressive or support 
garments, and in particular to circularly knit ladies’ con-n 
pressive stockings. 
The invention involves circularly knit nylon fabric hav 

ing bare, elastomeric polyurethane yarn knitted into alter 
nate courses of the fabric, to provide strong and durable 
compressive garments exhibiting unique and desirable 
properties. The elastomeric polyurethane yarns utilized 
are non-foamed, ‘being generally single strand but com 
posed of either multi-?lament or mono?lamen-t yarns 
which are commercially available for example from E. I. 
du Pont de Nernours and Company under the names 
“Fiber K” and “Lycra,” from the US. vRubber Co. as 
“Vy-rene,” and from the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. as 
“Spandex.” 
A principal object of the present invention is the provi 

sion of novel tubular compressive fabrics and garments 
exhibiting superior two-way stretch, resulting from the in 
corporation therein of el-astomeric polyurethane yarn and 
the manner of its incorporation. Related objects are the 
provision of sheer ladies’ compressive stockings, having 
excellent hand and feel. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of 

compressive garments adapted to be circularly knit at 
high speed, utilizing simple and conventional circular 
knitting machines and procedures. Speci?cally, the gar 
ments are particularly suited for two-feed and four-feed 
knitting. 

Another object is to provide ladies’ compressive stock 
ings having bare, elastomeric polyurethane yarn in cor 
porated therein, in such manner that the elastomeric yarn 
does not detract from the appearance of the ?nished stock 
ings. Further objects will ‘be in part evident and in part 
pointed out hereinafter. 
The invention and the novel features thereof may best 

be made clear from the following description and the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic side view of a compres 

sive stocking embodying the invention, and 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged diagrammatic view of the leg 

fabric of the stocking of FIGURE 1, showing the ‘fabric 
in stretched and idealized condition ‘for the sake of clarity. 

In the drawings, the stocking S illustrated in FIGURE 1 
includes the usual welt 10, shadow welt 12, leg portion 
14, heel 16, foot portion 18 and toe 20. The structure 
of the fabric may be readily understood from a detailed 
description of the knitting of the stock-ing. 
By way of example, the stocking is knit on a conven 

tional 400-needle circular knitting machine provided with 
two feeds. Except possibly for the heel 16 and toe 20, 
the entire stocking may Ibe knit two-feed. Initially, the 
welt 10 is knit with two ends of 40 denier ?lament 
crimped or texturized nylon yarn, and the shadow welt 12 
is then similarly knit with two ends of 40 denier textur 
-ized yarn. When the shadow welt is completed, the ma 
chine shifts into knitting of the body or leg portion 14. 
For this purpose, the feed at the main knitting station is 
changed to 40 denier raw pirn nylon yarn, and the feed 
at the auxiliary knitting station is changed to 20 denier ?l 
ament raw pirn ‘nylon yarn. A bare 70 denier elastomeric 
polyurethane yarn is supplied at the auxiliary knitting sta 
tion with the 20 denier nylon yarn, and is knitted in there 
with, The polyurethane yarn is tensioned and stretched 
approximately 225% as it is fed to the auxiliary knitting 
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station of the machine, so that a relaxed length of about 
12 to 14 inches of polyurethane yarn, stretched to approxi 
mately 40 inches, is fed into each course along with 40 
inches of nylon yarn. 
The two-feed knitting above described proceeds through 

the leg portion until ankle tightening begins at the usual 
point. Ankle tightening ‘may be elfected by increasing the 
tension on the respective nylon body yarns, thereby de 
creasing the length fed per course and the size of the knit 
ted loops. In accordance with the present invention, how 
ever, the tension of the polyurethane yarn is not altered, 
but remains constant throughout the leg. This permits the 
use of a very simple feeding and tensioning device for the 
polyurethane yarn, which may be a feed wheel geared 
directly to the machine drive to provide a uniform 12 
inches of relaxed yarn per course, ‘and ‘since this feed re 
mains constant throughout the stocking, a simple mechan 
ical arrangement is permitted. 
At the completion of the leg portion 14, the machine 

shifts into the heel 16 in conventional fashion, and at 
the completion of the heel, the foot portion 18 may ‘be 
knitted two-feed in the same manner as is the leg 14. As 
in the leg, the relaxed length of polyurethane yarn fed 
per course of the foot is uniform and the same as in the 
leg, whereby machine ‘design and operation is greatly sim 
pli?ed. At the completion of the foot, two-feed knitting 
may be terminated and the toe 20 knitted single-feed in 
conventional fashion. It will be recognized that the heel 
16 and toe 20 may be knitted either single-feed or two 
feed, and may be knitted with a single yarn, or reinforced. 
FIGURE 2 represents the leg and foot fabric, shown in 

stretched and idealized condition. As there shown, 
courses 22 and 2.4 are knit of the same 40 denier raw pirn 
nylon yarn, and the alternate courses are knit throughout 
of 20 denier raw pir-n nylon yarn 26 and the 70 denier 
polyurethane yarn 28. 

In the knitting above described, the nylon yarn is knit 
to the size of a conventional stocking, and the polyure 
thane yarn greatly extended, so that on relaxation of the 
polyurethane yarn, the dimensions of the stocking are con 
siderably less than those of a conventional stocking. The 
approximate shape of the stocking in ‘as-knitted condi 
tion may be as illustrated in FIGURE 1 of the drawing, 
wherein the leg and foot portions are substantially cylin 
drical. When the stocking is placed on the log, it is nec 
essarily stretched to conventional dimensions, and the 
combination of yarns ‘gives excellent ?tting properties and 
compressive support. The compressive effect of the fab 
ric is uniform and elfective in the longitudinal as well as 
in the coursewise direction. In the as-knit condition, and 
also when the stocking is stretched on the leg, the poly 
urethane yarn is substantially embedded in the fabric, and 
the yarn exposed at the ‘surface is predominantly‘ nylon, 
whereby the appearance of the fabric approximates that 
of a nylon fabric. When stretched on the leg under wear 
ing conditions, the density of each 40 denier nylon yarn 
course approximates the density of the alternate courses, 
including the 20 denier nylon yarn and the extended 70 
denier polyurethane yarn. 
The stocking may be boarded and ?nished in the form 

illustrated in FIGURE 1, or if desired it may be boarded 
and ?nished in more conventional form, wherein the 
upper section of the leg portion is Wider than the ankle 
section thereof. The polyurethane yarn being thermo 
plastic, the stocking is ‘readily shaped in the usual board 
ing operation. The stocking exhibits excellent dyeing and 
?nishing characteristics. 
The above example may be varied, in order to produce 

a slightly heavier fabric, by knitting through the leg por 
tion with 50 denier raw pirn yarn at one feed, and with 
30 denier raw pirn yarn and 70 denier polyurethane yarn 
at the other feed. A similar stocking may be knitted on 
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a 340-needle circular knitting machine, supplying 20 
denier raw pirn yarn with 140 denier poly-urethane yarn 
to alternate courses, and 50 denier raw pirn yarn to the 
intervening courses. In some constructions, mono?la 
ment nylon yarn may be utilized, and thrown yarn con 
taining ‘twist may be utilized in place of raw pirn yarn. 

It will be appreciated that various modi?cations may 
be made in the invention described herein, without devi 
ating from the scope and intent thereof as set forth in the 
appended claims. 
We claim: 

_ 1. A knit compressive stocking knit throughout at least 
the leg portion thereof with nylon body yarn, 

said portion having bare elas‘tomeric polyurethane yarn 
knitted in alternate courses to ‘give compressive sup 
port in the "longitudinal and coursewise directions, 

said polyurethane yarn being embedded in the fabric so 
that the yarn exposed at the surface is predominantly 
nylon, 

the body yarn in the same courses with the polyure 
thane yarn ‘being lighter in weight than the body yarn 
in the intervening courses, 

whereby the appearance of the fabric ‘approximates that 
of a nylon fabric. 

2. A knit compressive stocking as set forth in claim 1 
in which the relaxed length of the polyurethane yarn knit 
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ted into alternate courses is substantially constant through 
out said leg portion. 

3. A knit compressive garment knit throughout at least 
a portion thereof with nylon body yarn, 

said portion having ‘bare elastomeric polyurethane yarn 
knitted in alternate courses to give compressive sup 
port in the longitudinal ‘and coursewise directions, 

said polyurethane yarn being embedded in the fabric 
so that the yarn exposed at the surface is predomi 
nantly nylon, 

the body yarn in ‘the same courses with the polyurethane 
yarn being lighter in weight than the body yarn in the 
intervening courses, _ 

whereby the appearance of the fabric approximates that 
of a nylon fabric. 

4. A knit compressive garment as set forth in claim 3 
in which said polyurethane yarn is knitted in every stitch 
of alternate courses together with the body yarn. 
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